1989 harley softail wiring diagram

Lots of people charge for motorcycle service and workshop manuals online which is a bit
cheeky I reckon as they are freely available all over the internet. Have something to add? Come
and say hi on Facebook. Classic-Aprilia Moto 6 5 Maintenance Manual. Classic-Fantic
Classic-Fantic Trial Classic-Kawasaki Z1 Parts Manual pages. Classic-Triumph T cc -Owner's
Handbook. Classic-Yamaha ds7 rd r5c rd Service manual. Harley Davidson Touring Service
Manuals. Harley Davidson sportster troubleshooting manual. Harley Davidson - Softail Service
Manual. Harley-Davidson SIP. Harley Davidson Softail Service Manual opt. Harley Davidson
Parts Manual All cc. Harley-davidson Electra super Service. Harley Davidson Electrical
Diagnostics Manual. Harley Davidson Electrical Diagnostic Manual. Harley
Davidsonsportster-electrical-diagnostic-manual. Harley Davidsonsportster-service-manual.
Harley Davidson Sportster Service Manual. Harley Davidson Electra super Service.
Harley-Davidson Service Manual Honda xl-xrxrrepair-manual. Lambretta - How to wire a
Lambretta 12 volt conversion. Lambretta How to wire a Lambretta 12 volt conversion. Piaggio
Ciao Manuale per stazioni di servizio. Piaggio Vespa anni 60 70 ita Manuale Officina. Royal
Enfield Himalayan-euro-iv-vehicule-service-manual. Royal Enfield Himalayan service-manual-ls
TNG ML49 50cc 2 stroke original engine parts list. Triumph Daytona Motorcycle Service Manual.
Triumph 73 Parts Catalogue Bonneville Tiger. Triumph Bonneville-Tiger-Workshop-Manual.
Zongshen ZSt3 gy6c cc scooter schematics. At first it was a joint amateur project, which they
did in their free time. The first president of the corporation was Walter Davidson. So the famous
V-Twin engine appeared, which later became the Harley brand name. So from the first day of the
company's existence, the main criterion for work has become the durability of the products.
However, this does not save Harley Davidson from a sharp drop in sales due to increased
competition due to increased imports in the s. The quality of the machines began to improve
due to the use of Japanese production methods and unusual technical solutions. The company
produced motorcycles in retro style, which also brought them great popularity. They are made
to order, and the ordered model has to wait several months. JPG Image Harley Davidson
vrsca-electrical-wiring-diagram. Portable Network Image Format Adobe Acrobat Document 4.
Harley Davidson Sportster Transmission S. Adobe Acrobat Document 5. Harley Davidson
Sportster Workshop Servi. Adobe Acrobat Document 8. Adobe Acrobat Document 2. Adobe
Acrobat Document 6. Adobe Acrobat Document 3. Harley Davidson Sportster Lubrication Ma.
Harley Davidson Custom Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 1. Harley Davidson
Blackline Owner's Manual. Harley-Davidson Iron Owner's Manual. Harley-Davidson Nightster
Owner's Manual. Harley-Davidson Rocker Owner's Manual. Harley-Davidson Iron History of
Harley Davidson Motorcycles. Introduction This policy implements the procedures set forth in
17 U. It is the policy of the Company to respect the legitimate rights of copyright owners, their
agents, and representatives. Users of any part of the Company computing system are required
to respect the legal protections provided by applicable copyright law. Email: violations contact
form this email address is only for copyright infringement claims â€” you will not receive a reply
if the matter is not a copyright issue : legal hollywood. When we receive proper notification of
claimed infringement, the Company will follow the procedures outlined herein and in the DMCA.
An electronic or physical signature of the copyright owner or a person authorized to act on
behalf of the owner of an exclusive right that is allegedly infringed. Identification of the
copyrighted work or works claimed to have been infringed. Identification of the material that is
claimed to be infringing or to be the subject of infringing activity and that is to be removed or
access to which is to be disabled, and information reasonably sufficient to permit the Company
to locate the material. Information reasonably sufficient to permit the Company to contact the
complaining party, including an address, telephone number, and, if available, an email address
at which the complaining party may be contacted. A statement that the information in the notice
is accurate, and under penalty of perjury, that the complaining party is authorized to act on
behalf of the owner of an exclusive right that is allegedly infringed. If you do not include all of
the above information, it may invalidate your notification or cause a delay of the processing of
the DMCA notification. Please note that, under Section f of the Copyright Act, any person who
knowingly materially misrepresents that material or activity is infringing may be subject to
liability. Please also note that the information provided in your notification to us may be
forwarded to the person who provided the allegedly infringing content. Company reserves the
right to publish Claimant information on the site in place of disabled content. The Company will
comply with the appropriate provisions of the DMCA in the event a counter notification is
received. Please note that under Section f of the Copyright Act, any person who knowingly
materially misrepresents that material or activity was removed or disabled by mistake or
misidentification may be subject to liability. Accommodation of Standard Technical Measures It
is Company policy to accommodate, and not interfere with, standard technical measures it
determines are reasonable under the circumstances, i. Click here - to use the wp menu builder

Click here - to use the wp menu builder. Where Are They Now? Want More? Sign Up for Our
Newsletter! Follow hollywood. Copyright Issues Hollywood. Complaint Notice Procedures for
Copyright Owners The following elements must be included in your copyright infringement
complaint notice: 1. I have a Road King Classic. Recently I began to notice at night a
Harley-Davidson headlight problem and passing lamps would blink off and back on
occasionally. The Harley Davidson headlight problems worsened and looking at the service
manual, I decided the headlight relay must be bad. When I pulled the headlight relay, I noticed
some corrosion on the connectors on the relay itself. I ordered a new relay, cleaned the
connectors in the fuse box and installed the new relay. Now, the headlight does not always
come on when I turn the ignition switch on. If I turn the handle bars side to side, the headlight
and passing lamps will come on. I took the cover off the fuse box and put my finger on the
headlight relay, when I turn the ignition switch on, I can feel the relay click. Joe, throw a towel
over your front fender and remove your head light bucket. Inspect your head light, head light
plug, and harness. Make sure your connections can be secure and are without corrosion. If you
do not see anything obvious, plug your headlight in while it hangs loose. Turn on your ignition
switch and tug on the related wiring harness. If you can not get the light to go out, move up to
your left side switch housing. Tug and poke around that harness while you trace it down into
the nacelle. If you had a dead short you would be blowing a fuse. This sounds more like a bad
connection or a bad switch. Thanks for the question. Let us know how you make out. I also
found a non-factory wire in the nacelle that was apparently connected to the back of the
headlight plug at one time. The oil in the trans and crankcase was clean, the primary was nasty.
On my h. What could be the cause? Hi, Marcus. Make sure your battery connections are good
and that you have good battery cables. Remove your headlight bucket and inspect all of your
connections for corrosion. We would suggest inspecting your headlight plug and bulb.
Sometimes the headlight plugs begin melting. Especially if using halogen bulbs. The bike was
mistakenly on as I was stripping the right blinker wires to Connect them together, what would
you think happens also the hazards blink rapidly about 4 or 5 times right when I turn it in but no
headlight. Hi Jeremiah. Can we please get the Year and Model? I have a Road King Police. On
my hand control lights, inside the housing on both side the lights are blinking but on right side
only the four intermiten signal and on left side only the light signal. How can I fixed? Also check
for trouble codes. I have a spooky electrical problem that just popped up. Turning the bike off
and to Aux, then back to Ignâ€¦headlight works again but only if the auxiliaries are switched off.
Repeated riding and shut down the headlight works fine, as does switching back and forth
between bright and normal. Hi, Donald. Recommend a Thorough inspection of this section. The
short can also be in a passing lamp bulb. The LED lights still had dielectric grease and were
clean from my own install but the rest of the connections, including under the gas tank, were
lightly corroded so I used grit sandpaper rolled into tiny rolls and contact cleaner to get
everything shinyâ€¦and I mean each and every connection and the switch. Then globbed them
all with dielectric grease and put it all back together and walaah! There are great resources like
Dr. I have a 97 sportster , the headlight goes off and on every 30 seconds or so. What could be
the problem? Hi Robyn. You have a dead short. The breaker for you light circuit is constantly
tripping and resetting. I have a Electra Glide. My headlight recently went out, changed fuse, still
out. Passing lamps work. What can be the problem? Hi Robert. Remove your headlight. Look for
a dead short. The plug the bulb may be melted. After a medium ride my red security light came
on my headlight low beam went off, and stop n go traffic the engine died several times and
backfired. Hi, David. We would be happy to assist you; we just need some more information. I
have a problem with my headlight and passing lamps on my Roadking cutting off intermittently.
I checked the fuses, connections and the plugs. Nothing seems to be wrong with that.
Sometimes it works, but then suddenly it will just go out and visa versa. Is there a headlight
relay that I might be overlooking? The rest of my lights, tail light, turn signals, running lights,
brake lights and fender lights are all working. Hi, Tony. We would suggest removing your
headlight to inspect your headlight and passing lamp plugs. Sometimes the headlight plugs are
prone to melt from excessive heat, especially if you are running a halogen bulb. I have a
sportster and the headlight blew out so I bought a new one and am not able to get the light to
work. Hi Carmen. The yellow wire is low beam. The white is high beam. Black is ground. Hi,
Randy. While doing a poker run yesterday my lights and fuel gauge quit working. I have a
Roadking classic. Can you help give me suggestions? I checked the headlight connections. Hi,
Bobby. Suggest checking your fuses. If you find that you have a blown fuse, you will then have
to determine what made the fuse blow. The bulb only flashes for a second whenswitched to
high beam then reverts to low beam, as if it is nor receiving enough draw as would happen if the
high beam bulb was burnt out. The LED bulb supposingly has a resistor in it but I can not
confirm that and if it does it is not adding enough resistance. Interested in how I might correct

this problem. Hi Bob. Would suggest contacting the manufacturer of the bulb. Actually sounds
as if the bulb may be faulty. Pathfinder, I see, now offers similar filter, but they have never
gotten back with me, yetâ€¦hmmm everybody seems to be second guessing from this point.
This is on a Heritage Classic, Dino. Pathfinder, I see, now offers similar filter, but they have
never gotten back with me, yetâ€¦hmmm everybody seems to be second guessing from this
point, Dino. If you can not find what you are looking for online, have a welder, or an iron worker
fabricate one for you. Hi Stewart. Check out this video. I have a ultra limited and the other nite I
was at a rally and noticed my lights not on I pulled over checked my fuses and all was good
checked my relay switched out with one I Knew was working. Tested my high low beams
nothing. What is going on. Hi Darrem. Your temporary fix only powered the low beam wire, not
the switch. Verify that it is powered then test for function. I have a hd dyna switchback i install a
LED headlight but i get code B low bean does not work can you helh? Hi, Manny. B is: low beam
output open. Go back and check your connections. The new LED light may be bad. I have a 97
ultra classic. Passing lights work on low and I agave high beam, any idea? Hi, Rick. Start by
using a test light or multimeter to test for low beam voltage at the headlight plug. This is the
yellow wire. Yellow is low beam, white is high beam, blue powers the switch. Hi, Shane. Suggest
removing your outer primary. Sounds like you might have a bad ignition switch but that may not
be the reason that you have a breaker that is tripping. I have an 01 softail duece. Sometimes it
will just turn on and the highbeam indicator will turn off. Hi Opie. Start by checking your
headlight plug. Sometimes they will melt from the heat of a halogen bulb. Hello, this is probably
an old question. We live in a heavily forested area and I would like both beams if possible. HD
switches off my spots when I use high beam. I do not want to harm the Daymaker by using
creative wiring, any ideas sir? Hi Pastor. We suggest constantly powering your passing lamp
switch so they can remain on when switching to high beam. I have a road king. Hi Tomas. Check
your headlamp plug. Sometimes they can melt from the heat of a halogen bulb. Check your front
brake switch. Hi, Mike. Sounds like you have a bad charging system. Do a full charging system
test. I never really noticed how high my gauge used to read as when I took a quick glance at it, it
appeared to be on the plus, charging side but I never recalled how much it was charging, just
thought it was working fine. Thanks in advance for any help. On heritage classic noticed at
night headlight would get brighter like high and low beam were on at same time. This would
only last a few seconds then return to normal. When it happens it kicked my speedometer light
off then it would come back on after a few seconds. Change out lights with leds next night high
beam went out on led. What is going on? My 08 Fatboy is doing the same thing. The lights get
really bright and the dash light goes out and all returns to normal after a few seconds. The
check engine light will sometimes come on. What do I need to check or what is wrong. Hi Fred.
Best to start by checking for possible Diagnostic Trouble Codes. Have a problem low beam and
passing lamps out changed out head light fuse is ok any thoughts what I can look for. Have a 03
Road Glide with a headlight problem. Have checked the headlight plugs and they are clean with
no problems. I changed out the headlight fuse and thought this fixed the problem. Today I rode
the bike for about an hour and once again both headlights went off. I removed the seat and left
side cover and checked the headlight and it works again. Any ideas or would it be better to take
the bike to the stealership because I know very little about electrical wiring? Found the bulb was
blown replaced bulb with the same one and now only the directionals work not the running
lights. What else could it be. The bulb is good. Hi Dakota. Something is not wired correctly.
Verify that your headlight switch is powered. A stock harness powers the headlight switch with
a blue wire. Yellow is low beam, White is high beam. Verify that the ground wire from the
headlight plug has a good ground. Use your test light or multimeter to verify whether or not you
have constant power and good ground. The wiring diagram in your factory service manual will
take you far. Hi Dan. Should be nothing to be concerned about unless the sound changes and
becomes loud. Make sure that you are using premium fuel. Start by checking for possible
Diagnostic Trouble Codes. Verify that your security antenna is in its correct position. Try
disconnecting your battery ground for a minute, then reconnect. Sometimes this helps resolve
electrical issues like this. We are convinced you will enjoy the benefits of becoming a member
and having access to the best instructional how to videos and professional tips. We would like
to offer you a special promotion for your first year membership. I took the light assembly apart
and the plug assembly was melted. I replaced it and put everything back together and my
headlight now works, but then we noticed my low beam was very low and my high beam display
light is dimly lit when on low beam. There is 12 volts going to the plug assembly for the
headlight and the headlight works normal when we disconnected it from the bike and hooked a
batter up to it. My batter is brand new which I replaced last fall. Is that where I should start?
Thank you in advance! Hi Nikki. If your HB indicator is illuminated when on Low beam, you
either have a dead short or you have a bad halogen bulb. Sometimes halogen bulbs will

function correctly but are damaged inside. See what may or may not change when you unplug
the bulb. Otherwise, you should begin inspecting your headlight harness and left side switch
harness. Make sure that the left side switch harness is not pinched beneath the clutch perch.
You probably have a dead short. It is a common problem to have the headlight plug melt.
Especially with halogen bulbs. This causes the wires to cross. Would suggest starting there.
Hello, there is really not much that you can do other than verifying that your fairing is installed
correctly and secure. Make sure that you are not experiencing excessive vibration from a bad
motor mount. I have a 98 wide glide with a similar issue except one minute mine was fine, I get
off the bike shut it off get back in it 20 minutes later I have no high beam or low beam. I bought
my bike after it had already had some custom work done on it. The front has been stretched the
head light is custom, it has no turn signals. Only a head light and a brake light. Brake light is
operating fine. Dash light is operating fine when I turn the switch on. Head light i have nothing.
The plugs are known to melt. Then the contacts touch and create a dead short. You will need to
access the toggle switch. Remove the power supply wire from the toggle switch. Use a test light
or multimeter to determine which wire to remove. You should have an open orange accessory
wire near your head light plug. You can extend and use this wire to constantly power your
toggle switch. I keep blowing the 15 amp accessory fuse which is all turn signals and break
light. Ive done some homework on what is on that circuit. My head is spinning from all the info.
Please HELP! Hi I have a Road King and just out of the blue the head light and two side lights
that run on separate switch stop working but the running , signal and brake lights work. I
checked the fuses put new ones nothing changed. I have power going to ignition also the high
beam indicator light not coming on. The bike only has 23, miles always stored inside no
corrosion at all. Any suggestion to this problem would be welcomed thank you. Hi Rusty. I
would suggest removing your headlight. It is common for the headlight plug to melt from the
heat of a halogen bulbs. If this is the case, it is also the reason that your passing lamp switch
has lost power. It has sudden dimming of the lights on high beam, to about half brightnessâ€¦it
is not going to low beam. When this happens.. I switch to low beamâ€¦after a min it too instantly
goes to half brightnessâ€¦when I switch to high beam it is bright again for a min or twoâ€¦then
instantly goes to half brightness.. Each time I switchâ€¦it stays bright for maybe a minâ€¦on
both beams. Hi Bruce. Start simple. Remove your headlight to inspect the headlight bulb plug. It
is very common for the plug to melt over time from the prolonged heat. Especially with a
halogen bulb. If the plug begins to melt or distort, you will end up with a bad connection or a
dead short. Installed a daymaker led in my 16 XLC and my high beam indicator comes on after
riding a while. Have not heard of an issue like this before. Can only suggest that you start by
inspecting your headlight plug. Make sure everything looks secure. If the problem persists or
gets worse. Re-insrall your stock headlight. If the issue is gone, the light may not be good. May
be allowing voltage to back feed or bleed where it is not supposed to. I have been having the
same issue with my Electra glide standard. I was wondering if the connector was easy to locate
or kind of hidden? Hi Vincent. The connector that is, most typically, the culprit is the headlight
plug. Over time, the heat from the headlight bulb, can cause the corresponding plug to warp.
Very easy to get to the plug. It varies by model, but all you need to do is get behind your
headlight. I have a 85 HD soft tail kicker I can kick start it in the on position but when I turn the
switch to on with the lights it shuts off the bike immediately. Find the blue wire that goes to your
left switch housing. You need to run the toggle switch in-line with this wire. That is- power a 3
position toggle switch with the blue wire. Then, out from the toggle, and continue on to the left
side switch. This way, the Power to the switch can be broken, but when switched on, the OEM
switch will function normally. I cant make my light iron bright.. But it glows when i press the
pass buttonâ€¦ But not glowing when it makes to bright!! I have just converted my headlight and
running day lights to after market LEDs. If nothing is obvious, you can try unplugging
everything. Plug things back in, one at a time until the fuse blows; then you will have found the
culprit. Hi guys ive got a 85 evo and when riding during the day everything is good but as soon
as i turn the headlight on it starts breaking down around 90kmh its got a daymaker led headlight
got me buggerd any help would be exelent cheers in advance. If you believe that the issue is
related to your headlight, you may be tripping a breaker. Your ignition should be isolated from
all of your lighting. It should be separate and on its own breaker. I have dyna low rider,it keeps
blowing the head light fuse,the head light plug looks good,any ideas?? On a stock wiring
harness for your year and model, the only red wire in your headlight bucket is for your brake
circuit. You will need to perform a full charging system test. Head light and spot lights wont
come on, bought the bike from my dad and he said every once in while he would have to reach
under tank push a wire. Checked fuses checked head light and try to check wires under tank
they look like there connected good. Help please. Hi Richard, what is the year and model of your
bike, so we can better assist you with your issue? Thank you! What do I need to do? It came

with different wiring harnesses but no instruction on how to install. I just plugged the 3 prong
and that was it. Please help! You will need to add a Badlands load equalizer for proper signal
function. We would like to offer you a special promotion for your first-year membership. Once I
realize it I can hit the headlight with my fist and it will go on and stay on or sometimes it just
goes off again. Could it be the receptacle the headlight plugs into? NB Ticket My housing for
head light on my Dana wide glide was totally melted the wires were still connected. What would
cause this to happen. That is not uncommon. Excessive heat from a halogen bulb is what
causes that. Suggest repairing the headlight plug and installing an LED bulb. You will need to
use a test light or multimeter to determine where you do, or do not have voltage. May simply be
a blown fuse. Butt connectors are better used on trailers or hitches. Ticket I have a 01 flht
blowing the breaklights,and headlights the same time on different circuits. Both are 15 amp
fuses. No lights,brake lights just blinkers work. Might work for miles then blows. Sometimes 10
miles. What is common starting point. Have checked wiring in fairing,fuse area,wires in fender.
High,low beam switch, bike will run fine. Please help. Suggest performing a full charging system
test. What you describe can happen if the motorcycle is over charging. Daymaker LED lights are
usually not over 45 watts, high beam. If the light you are asking about is specifically made to
work on your XL, give it a shot. Just verify that it is correct for your ride 1st. NB Ticket I have a
he ultra classic. If results seem good, it may be an issue with the headlight. If testing is
inconclusive, you will need to continue on to testing the headlight connections at the left side
switch housing plug. I have a Road King. Since install I have noticed that the left and right turn
arrows are constantly illuminated and the front or rear blinkers do not work. I have a FLHS. My
headlight is off until I ref it up. It is off when I turn on the ignition switch. I have a harley cvo
softail. The headlight is not getting power. Any help would be great. Turned the bike on the Halo
came on with the low beam â€¦. Sounds like you are already on your way to a diagnosis. You
may have a dead short. Test your fuses. You may have blown one. Went out to ride my flht
today and turned ign on and no low beam or either spot light would work , high beam works and
all other lights work , any ideas what is wrong , all fuses good. We suggest starting simple. Not
sure what is being sold on amazon. Or, maybe they will fit but are not correctly listed. Low beam
works fine; high beam comes on then switches off after ten minutes although I can flash. Thnx
for help. Lights do not turn off when I turn the ignition switch off. Replaced the switch and
worked fine twice. Now it is back to the lights staying on when I turn the ignition switch off!!
Sometimes it turns off when I put the kick stand down and get off the bike. Other times the
lights will stay on for as long as 15m. Thanks for your assistance. Hi Lyle. You will need to use a
test light or multimeter to diagnose. Start your testing at ignition switch. Only the center red
wire at ignition switch should have voltage when ignition switch is off. The blue wire your left
side switch should not be powered when ignition switch is off. We do have a promotional offer if
you are interested. This would include access to expert advice like this , plus discounts, hours
of Premium videos, etc. Please feel free to take a look. You can message us right back with your
question if you decide to become a member and you will have a response within business days
from our experts! Cli
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ck on the Premium Membership offer. The Checkout page will display your Premium
Membership purchase. Fill in your Billing Details and create an account password. Finish by
clicking Complete Order. If you have any further questions, please contact Customer Service at
at your earliest convenience, or chat with us on our site. Ican get only the high beam to work.
No voltage on low beam at the headlight. Where could I be losing my low beam power at? Is
there a relay? I have a heritage softtail and ive replaced my headlight three times and the low
beam will burn out within 20 min of riding and my high beam will last an hour or so. Great
question! With your membership you will also receive discounts on products and hours of
Premium video content. If you are interested in becoming a member to Fix My Hog, please click
on the special offer below. Remember me. Lost your password? Privacy Policy. LOG IN. Search
for:. Become A Member. Click here to cancel reply. Facebook Instagram Youtube Twitter.

